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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) together
with cloud technology enables users to request creating ﬂexible virtual networks (VNs). Users also have speciﬁc security
requirements to protect their VNs. Especially, due to changeable network perimeters, constant VM migrations, and usercentric security needs, VNs require new security features that
traditional ﬁrewalls fail to provide, because traditional ﬁrewalls
rely greatly on restricted network topology and entry points to
provide effective security protection. To address this challenge,
we propose VNGuard, a framework for effective provision and
management of virtual ﬁrewalls to safeguard VNs, leveraging
features provided by NFV and Software Deﬁned Networking
(SDN). VNGuard deﬁnes a high-level ﬁrewall policy language,
ﬁnds optimal virtual ﬁrewall placement, and adapts virtual
ﬁrewalls to VN changes. To demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach, we have implemented core components of VNGuard
on top of ClickOS. Our experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and efﬁciency of virtual ﬁrewalls built on VNGuard.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network function virtualization (NFV) was recently proposed to decouple network functions (NFs), such as ﬁrewall,
load balancer, NAT, and web proxy, from dedicated hardware
and implement them as pure software instances on industrial
standard high-volume servers, networking and storage. NFV
calls for a carrier-grade cloud platform, leveraging de-facto
industry cloud management and standards [1]. NFV together
with cloud platforms allows a user to build ﬂexible virtual
networks (VNs).
Users also have security requirements to protect their VNs,
more speciﬁcally, the applications or services running on the
VNs. Cloud providers, such as Google Cloud Platform [2],
have already allowed users to request protecting their services. Unfortunately, traditional ﬁrewall technique lacks the
ﬂexibility and adaptivity to meet the new security needs
arising with VNs.1 First of all, a traditional ﬁrewall depends
on restricted network topology and entry points to provide
effective security protection. However, due to the dispersion
of virtual machines (VMs) in VNs across racks and data
centers, and VM migrations for the purpose of resource
management and optimisation, the perimeter of VNs become
blurred and ﬂuid [1]. Second, a user may have speciﬁc security
requirements for VNs, which require dedicated small ﬁrewalls
tailored to accommodate their requirements, while traditional
1 In traditional networks, ﬁrewall functions are generally implemented on
vendor proprietary appliances or middleboxes. However, middleboxes usually
lack a general programming interface, and their ﬂexibility and versatility are
also very limited [3].
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ﬁrewalls are usually large proprietary appliances, and provisioning customized appliances for each user is costly and impractical. Third, VNs change frequently and the changes take
effect fast. Changes may come from either users or the service
provider. For example, a user may issue VN changes because
s/he has needs to change or update the services running within
the VN, or the NFV provider decides to migrate VMs for the
purpose of resource management and optimization. This calls
for dynamic and fast ﬁrewall reconﬁguration and replacement
to adapt to VN changes, which cannot be easily achieved by
traditional ﬁrewalls.
In NFV, a ﬁrewall, serving as a vital security network
function, is implemented as a software instance (a.k.a virtualized ﬁrewall or virtual ﬁrewall). A virtual ﬁrewall offers the
necessary ﬂexibility and mobility to effectively protect VNs.
With virtual ﬁrewalls, users are enabled to ﬂexibly deﬁne
and manage customized ﬁrewalls to protect their own VNs.
Also, virtual ﬁrewalls break the dependency on ﬁxed network
topology and entry points, since they can be placed on any
VM with great ﬂexibility, as long as the VM can provide
the required resources. In addition, virtual ﬁrewalls, being
software instances, can be reconﬁgured and moved easily and
fast to adapt to VN changes.
The ﬂexibility and mobility of virtual ﬁrewalls must rely on
the support of dynamic, fast and reliable trafﬁc steering. As
virtual ﬁrewalls are no longer required to be placed at ﬁxed
network entry points, underlying ﬂexible trafﬁc steering must
be in place to pass network trafﬁc to virtual ﬁrewalls. The
migration of virtual ﬁrewalls also need a robust trafﬁc steering
support to ensure no security holes during and after virtual
ﬁrewall migration. Software Deﬁned Networking (SDN), recognized as complementary technology to NFV [4]–[8], is able
to provide the trafﬁc engineering needed by virtual ﬁrewalls.
To this end, we propose VNGuard, a comprehensive framework for effectively provisioning and managing virtual ﬁrewalls, leveraging both NFV and SDN techniques. VNGuard
enables users to readily deﬁne their security policies for the
VNs without concerning low-level VN deployment. VNGuard
can also automatically translate high-level security policies
into low-level ﬁrewall rules, and ﬁnd an optimal virtual
ﬁrewall deployment solution while still respecting resource
and performance constraints. In addition, VNGuard enables
virtual ﬁrewall reconﬁguration and replacement to adapt to VN
changes and ensures that the replacement remains optimal. To
the best of our knowledge, VNGuard is the ﬁrst solution for
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systematic design and management of virtual ﬁrewalls based
on NFV and SDN. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We introduce a high-level service-oriented policy language in VNGuard that allows users to specify high-level
security policies without considering low-level concrete
VN deployment.
• We propose an approach based on Integer Programming
to ﬁnd an optimal virtual ﬁrewall placement, which fulﬁls
resource constraints.
• We provide a mechanism for dynamic virtual ﬁrewall
adaption to protect the VNs, which can be frequently
changed and migrated.
• We implement core components of VNGuard on top
of ClickOS [23]. Our experiment results show that our
approach can efﬁciently and effectively provision and
manage virtual ﬁrewalls.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents an overview of VNGuard framework. Section III
describes our high-level service-oriented policy language.
Section IV presents our solution for ﬁnding optimal virtual
ﬁrewall placement. Section V introduces our approach for
dynamic virtual ﬁrewall adaption. Section VI presents our
VNGuard implementation and the evaluation of VNGuard efﬁciency. We overview related work in Section VII. Section VIII
discusses several important issues. Conclusion and future work
are addressed in Section IX.
II. VNGuard F RAMEWORK
In designing VNGuard, we achieve the following design
goals:
• High-Level Service-Oriented Policy Language. A user
has speciﬁc security requirements to protect the services
running on the VNs, but s/he may lack the expertise and
experience to be able to write low-level ﬁrewall rules
that are associated with VN deployment. Besides, VN
deployment information may not be readily available to
users, because the service provider who provisions VNs
may intentionally hide the deployment information to
protect the infrastructure. Therefore, a new ﬁrewall policy
language is desirable and should be high-level, serviceoriented, and user-centric for a user to easily specify
his/her security requirements.
• Optimal Virtual Firewall Placement. A user’s security
requirements need to be translated to ﬁrewall rules that
are associated with VN deployment. There may exist
thousands of ﬁrewall rules for a user. Placing all rules
in one virtual ﬁrewall instance may not be applicable,
considering that rule overload causes ﬁrewall performance degradation, as suggested in Figure 5. Obviously,
more resources can help achieve higher performance.
However, resources in cloud are valuable, and must be
utilized optimally. Given a set of ﬁrewall rules, ﬁnding a
placement solution that meets the optimization goal while
respecting to both performance and resource constraints
is a bin packing problem, which is typically combinatorial
NP-hard.
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Fig. 1. VNGuard framework.

Dynamical Virtual Firewall Adaption. VNs are more
ﬂexible than traditional networks and face changes more
frequently. VN changes require virtual ﬁrewalls to be
properly reconﬁgured and replaced, so that VNs receive
the same protection during and after changes. A mechanism should be design to dynamically adapt virtual
ﬁrewalls to VN changes.
We design VNGuard as shown in Figure 1, which is an
SDN application [6]. VNGuard has four major components:
Policy Speciﬁcation, Firewall Placement, Firewall Adaption,
and Firewall Provision. Policy Speciﬁcation deﬁnes a highlevel service-oriented Policy Language for a user to specify
security policies. Policy Transformation transfers high-level
security policies to low-level ﬁrewall rules. These rules are
then processed by Firewall Placement to ﬁnd an optimal
virtual ﬁrewall placement. Firewall Adaption is responsible
for virtual ﬁrewall adaption with respect to VN changes and
migrations. Firewall Provision is responsible for provisioning
virtual ﬁrewalls and also maintains a database on the deployment information of virtual ﬁrewalls.
•

III. H IGH -L EVEL S ERVICE -O RIENTED P OLICY L ANGUAGE
Our purpose to design a high-level, service-oriented, and
user-centric policy speciﬁcation language is to enable users to
easily specify their security policies without the knowledge of
low-level VN deployment information.
Our policy language deﬁnes several basic components as
shown in Table I. V = {v1 , v2 , ...} is a set of VNs that a user
has. Each VN hosts multiple services. A service is deﬁned as
a combination of VNs that host the service, and the protocol
and the port number that the service uses. For example, an
http service running in VN v1 is described as
v1 , 80, tcp
Using such a deﬁnition, a user can deﬁne different security
policies for the same service in different VNs. For example,
a user may allow incoming SSH connections to one VN, but
ban them to another.
An object is a communication end point. It is deﬁned as a
combination of hosts and ports. Hosts are uniquely represented
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TABLE I
BASIC C OMPONENTS OF O UR H IGH -L EVEL P OLICY L ANGUAGE

P = {p1 , p2 , ...}

P is a ﬁnite set of ports that services use.

T = {tcp, udp, icmp, ...}

T is a ﬁnite set of protocols that services use.

V = {v1 , v2 , ...}

V is a ﬁnite set of VNs that a user has.

s ::= V̄ , p, t

A service s has three members with V̄ being a subset of a user’s VNs that
run s (that is, V̄ ⊆ V ), p ∈ P being the port number used by s, and t ∈ T
being the protocol used by s. s can call its members by s.1 = V̄ , s.2 = p
and, s.3 = t.

Z = {s1 , s2 , ..}, and for all s(i) .1 = v

A security zone Z is a ﬁnite set of services {s1 , s2 , ...} in the same virtual
network.
An action a is one of accept, deny and delete. delete is used in the virtual
ﬁrewall adaption.

a ::= accept | deny | delete
o ::= IP | domain name | V N name, p

An object o has two members with the ﬁrst being either an IP address, a
domain name, or the name of a VN, and the second element p ∈ P being a
port number.

policy ::= s, a, o

A policy deﬁnes the access right of object o on service s. A policy can call
its members by using policy.1 = service, policy.2 = r, and policy.3 =
o. We also allow consecutive member calling. For example policy.1.1 =
V̄ , andpolicy.3.2 = p.

by either IP addresses, a domain name, or the name of a
VN. Hosts may exist inside or outside of a user’s VNs. Hosts
outside of a user’s VNs are identiﬁed by either IP addresses
or a domain name. Hosts inside a user’s VNs are usually
identiﬁed by either IP addresses or the name of a VN.
Our language can supports a wide card representation of
policies. For example,
∗, 80, tcp
describes an http service exiting in all virtual networks of a
user.
A policy is formalized as
s, a, o
that deﬁnes access right of object o on service s. For example,
v1 , 80, tcp, deny, v2 , ∗
states that trafﬁc from a virtual network v2 is denied to access
the http service in a virtual network v1 .
Our policy language can easily support the deﬁnitions of
global policies, group policies, and local policies by simply
manipulating member V̄ in the service deﬁnition V̄ , p, t. A
global policy is deﬁned as
∗, p, t, a, o
that states that the service deﬁned by port p and protocol t
in ALL of a user’s VNs deny/accept trafﬁc from object o. A
group policy is deﬁned as
V̄ , p, t, a, o where (V̄ ⊂ V )
that states that the service deﬁned by port p and protocol t in
the subset of a user’s VNs, V̄ , deny/accept trafﬁc from object
o. Naturally, a local policy is deﬁned as

v, p, t, a, o
that states that the service deﬁned by port p and protocol t
in a user’s VN, v, deny/accept trafﬁc from object o.
With our policy language, users are able to write high-level
policies easily without knowing low-level VN deployment.
Policy Transformation (Figure 1) translates the high-level
polices to low-level ﬁrewall rules that are associated with the
low-level VN deployment. To do so, Policy Translation needs
to retrieve VN deployment information, which is maintained
by Firewall Provision. For example, for a policy
v1 , 80, tcp, deny, v2 , ∗
Policy Transformation retrieves the deployment information of
v1 and v1 , and ﬁnds the IP address (10.10.1.2) of the VM in
v1 that hosts the http service and IP addresses (130.127.24.*)
of v2 , and generates a ﬁrewall rule as 2
130.127.24.∗, 10.10.1.2, 80, tcp, deny
Note that Policy Transformation in VNGuard can also detect
and resolve rule conﬂicts by using the conﬂict detection and
resolution mechanism introduced in our previous work [18].
IV. O PTIMAL V IRTUAL F IREWALL P LACEMENT
Figure 2 shows the process of virtual ﬁrewall placement
in VNGuard. User-speciﬁed security policies are processed by
Policy Transformation and transformed to low-level ﬁrewall
rules. Rule Database keeps a copy of the rules for each user,
which will be used later for virtual ﬁrewall adaption. The
rules are then sent to Firewall Placement. Firewall placement
subjects to resource constraints, which are stored in Resource
2 A ﬁrewall rule is normally speciﬁed as a 6-tuple of source address, source
port, destination address, destination port, protocol, action.
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Constraints Database. Firewall Placement retrieves the constraints and works out an optimal placement solution. The
solution is sent to the Firewall Provision for creating and
running virtual ﬁrewall instances. We consider two resource
constraints on virtual ﬁrewall rule placement:
• NFV service provider limits the number of virtual ﬁrewall
instances that a user can have.
• NFV service provider limits the resource that each virtual
ﬁrewall instance can have. Hence, there is a cap on the
number of rules that a virtual ﬁrewall instance can hold.
To achieve the optimization goal of virtual ﬁrewall placement,
Firewall Placement in VNGuard uses an Integer Programming
based solution to ﬁnd the optimal placement.
Integer Programming Based Solution Integer Programming is a method for the optimization of a linear objective
function, subjecting to linear constraints. We model the resource constraints as
• Let F = {f1 , ..., fN } be a set of virtual ﬁrewall instances
that a user can have.
• Let C = {c1 , ..., cN } with ci be the number of ﬁrewall
rules that an instance fi can hold.
These constraints are stored in Resource Constraints Database.
Let R = {r1 , r2 , ..., rM } be the set of rules to be placed.
Each rule is to be placed on only one instance, because virtual
ﬁrewall performance degrades as the number of rules loaded
on it increases (Figure 5). Let vij ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator of
placing rule ri on instance fj . If vij = 1, it indicates that rule
ri is placed on instance fj . Otherwise, the rule is placed on
another instance.
Deﬁnition: A placement V = {v11 , ..., vM N } is feasible if it
satisﬁes the following conditions:

condition(1): i vij ≤ cj for each j
condition(2): j vij = 1 for each i
condition(3): vi,j ∈ {0, 1} for each i, j
Condition (1) states that the number of ﬁrewall rules placed on
each instance fj must not exceed its capacity. Condition (2)
guarantees that a ﬁrewall rule is placed on only one instance.
We denote the objective function that a service provider
wants to optimize as G(V ), a function of placement V .
Our Integer Programming formulization for virtual ﬁrewall
placement problem is:
min: G(V )
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Fig. 4. Firewall Adaption to Policy Update.

s.t. condition(1), condition(2), condition(3)
Solving the above problem gives a feasible placement V .
Integer Programming deals with linear objective functions
and constraints. For the ﬁrewall placement formulization,
the constraints are always linear, but the objective functions
may be nonlinear. For example, if we consider the objective function
the number of ﬁrewall instances, then
 to be 
G(V ) = j min(1, i vij ). In this case, non-linear Integer
Programming [19] should be used.
Resource Updates Firewall Provision creates the ﬁrewall
instances according to the optimal solution provided by
Firewall Placement. Then it updates Resource Constraints
Database. For the instances in F that have rules placed,
decrease their corresponding c values by the number of rules
placed on them. The updated c values reﬂect the number of
new rules that can be placed on these instances in the future.
The update of Resource Constraints Database is crucial for
the virtual ﬁrewall adaption.
V. DYNAMIC V IRTUAL F IREWALL A DAPTION
VNs are relatively easy to be changed. VN changes may be
initiated by either a user or an NFV service provider. In this
paper, we consider three types of VN changes.
• Type I: A user adds or deletes services in a VN.
• Type II: A user updates security policies for a VN.
• Type III: VM migration and scaling out/in.
The changes of a VN require reconﬁguring and replacing
virtual ﬁrewalls to ensure that the VN receives the same
protection during and after changes. We describe below how
VNGuard adapts virtual ﬁrewalls to VN changes.
Type I. When a service is deleted, the corresponding ﬁrewall rules protecting that service should be located and safely
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deleted, to save resource. We are aware that one ﬁrewall
rule may be applied to multiple services. Analysis should be
conducted so that the rule deletion will not affect services other
than the deleted one. Figure 3 shows the process of ﬁrewall
adaption to service deletion. A user speciﬁes the services to
be deleted using our policy language, with action setting to
delete:
s, delete, o
Policy Transformation translates the service deletion policies
to ﬁrewall rules with action setting to delete, and sends
them to Firewall Adaption. Firewall Adaption sends the rules
to Firewall Provision, and deletes them in Rule Database.
Firewall Provision locates the ﬁrewall instances that have
these rules and then deletes them. After rule deletion, Firewall
Provision updates Resource Constraints Database. For the
instances in F who have rules deleted, their c values will
be added by the number of deleted rules, because after the
rule deletion, the instances release room for new rules in the
future.
When a user adds a new service, s/he also speciﬁes the
security policies for that service. The policies will be transformed to ﬁrewall rules and placed as we have discussed in
Section IV.
Type II. A user may update security policies for a VN.
Policy update may result in some old ﬁrewall rules to be
deleted, and/or some new rules to be added. Figure 4 shows
the process of ﬁrewall adaption to security policy updates.
Policy Transformation generates the new rules for the updated
security policies, and sends them to Firewall Adaption. Firewall Adaption retrieves from Rule Database the old rules,
compares new rules with old ones, and ﬁnds (1) old rules to
be deleted and (2) new rules to be added. Rules to be deleted
are sent to Firewall Provision. Rules to be added are sent to
Firewall Placement, which works out a placement solution
and then sends the solution to Firewall Provision. Firewall
Provision will perform rule deletion and placement operations.
At last, Firewall Provision will update Resource Constraints
Database.
Type III. Changes occur to VMs in a VN often. Common
changes include VM migration and scaling out/in [22]. Virtual
ﬁrewalls protecting the VN must adapt to these VM changes. A
VM may be migrated from one rack to another, due to resource
maintenance. In this case, the old ﬁrewall placement may no
longer be optimal and the placement must be conducted again.
In scaling out, new copies of existing VMs are created. New
ﬁrewall rules must be added so as to protect these new copies.
In scaling in, a VM is deleted. Then, the ﬁrewall rules that
are associated with the VM must be located and deleted. We
further discuss some safety issues caused by Type III changes
in Section VIII and would explore solutions in our future work.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION
We implemented the core components of VNGuard on
top of ClickOS [23] for provisioning and managing virtual
ﬁrewalls. ClickOS is a Xen-based software platform optimized

Fig. 5. The average processing time per packet of the virtual ﬁrewalls with
different numbers of rules. The incoming trafﬁc rate is set to 90Mbps and
packet size varies from 64-byte to 1024-byte.

Fig. 6. The average processing time per packet of the virtual ﬁrewall with
different number of rules. Packet size is set to1024-byte and throughput varies
from 10Mbps to 90Mbps.

for fast provision of virtual network functions at large scale.
A virtual network function instance created in ClickOS can be
as small as 5MB, and can be booted within 30 milliseconds.
It only takes around 220 milliseconds to create and boot
400 instances. ClickOS adopts Click [24] for the virtual
network function development. Click provides large numbers
of simple, well-known networking processing elements for
building virtual network functions. However, ClickOS does not
offer the necessary features to support virtual ﬁrewall adaption.
In particular, ClickOS does not allow ﬁrewall rules on a
virtual ﬁrewall to be updated without rebooting the ﬁrewall. To
solve this problem, we developed three new Click elements:
1) FirewallTable; 2) FirewallMatch; and 3) FirewallManager.
The FirewallTable element acts as the basic storage of ﬁrewall rules. The FirewallMatch element receives and forwards
packets according to the ﬁrewall rules in FirewallTable. The
FirewallManager element is designed to send messages to
update ﬁrewall rules in FirewallTable. Firewall administrators
can specify a network interface in a virtual machine and
send messages encapsulated by IP packets via that network
interface. For the virtual ﬁrewall placement, VNGuard makes
use of a Matlab Integer Programming solver.
We designed experiments to evaluate three key aspects
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in varied sizes and rates to a server, and the trafﬁc was passed
to and processed by a virtual ﬁrewall provisioned by our
VNGuard. We measured the processing time per packet of
the virtual ﬁrewall. The client and server are two VMs on
CloudLab, and each with two Intel E5-2660 V2 10-core CPUs
at 2.20GHz,16x 16GB DDR4 RAM and Dual-port Intel 10be
NIC. The virtual ﬁrewall created by VNGuard had 1 CPU and
40 MB memory. Figure 5 shows the average processing time
per packet with 90Mbps incoming packet rate. The observation
indicates an approximately line-rate increase of the average
processing time per packet as we added up to 2100 ﬁrewall
rules. With the same number of rules, the processing time
appears to increase as the packet size grows. Figure 6 shows
the average processing time of each packet, with the packets
size setting to 1024 bytes, and the throughput varing from
10Mbps to 90Mbps. As the number of rules increases, we
can see a steady, line-rate increase of the average processing
time per packet. However, with the same number of ﬁrewall
rules, the throughput appears to have little effect on the average
processing time per packet.
Experiment 2. We adopted an Integer Programming based
approach for virtual ﬁrewall placement in VNGuard. The
performance of the approach is inﬂuenced by (1) the number
of rules (M ) to be placed, and (2) the number of instances (N )
to place the rules in. In our experiment, we measured the time
to ﬁnd an optimal placement solution for different M and N
values. Figure 7 shows our experiment results. Larger M and
N are longer it takes to ﬁnd an optimal placement. According
to the study conducted by [26], the average number of ﬁrewall
rules in real networks is around 793. We have tested our
approach with the maximum of 2100 rules in our experiments.
Even though there are 7 instances, our system takes less
than 0.2 second to ﬁnd an optimal placement solution, which
indicates that our approach is pretty efﬁcient.
Experiment 3. To adapt to VN changes, two operations are
essential: ﬁrewall rule addition and deletion. We tested the
average time of these two operations on a virtual ﬁrewall
created by our VNGuard. Figure 8 shows the average time
used to add ﬁrewall rules to a virtual ﬁrewall. As the number
of ﬁrewall rules increases, the time consumed to add the rules
increases. The addition is pretty efﬁcient, as it took less than
300ms to add as many as 450 ﬁrewall rules. Figure 9 shows
the average time used to delete ﬁrewall rules from a virtual
ﬁrewall, which demonstrates the efﬁciency of rule deletion.

Fig. 7. Firewall Placement Performance.

Fig. 8. The average time of ﬁrewall rule addition.

Fig. 9. The average time of ﬁrewall rule deletion.

of VNGuard: (1) the packet processing performance of the
virtual ﬁrewalls provisioned by VNGuard; (2) the performance
of virtual ﬁrewall placement; and (3) the performance of
virtual ﬁrewall adaption. Our experiments are conducted using
CloudLab [25], a platform providing computing infrastructure
that enables experimenters to run cloud software stacks such
as OpenStack and CloudStack.
Experiment 1. The packet processing performance of a
virtual ﬁrewall is inﬂuenced by (1) the number of ﬁrewall
rules, (2) the packet size, and (3) the rate of incoming packets.
To test the performance, we set up a client generating trafﬁc

VII. R ELATED W ORK
ClickOS [23] has been developed as a high-performance
platform to support the development of virtual network functions. Virtual machines built on ClickOS are small (5MB)
and boot quickly (around 30 milliseconds). Also, ClickOS can
run tens of them concurrently. Our VNGuard implementation
leverages some features provided by ClickOS for building virtual ﬁrewalls. However, the virtual network functions created
by ClickOS lack adaptivity, since they cannot be dynamically
updated without rebooting the system. We have addressed this
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critical problem by developing several new Click elements in
VNGuard for more effective provision of virtual ﬁrewalls.
Hu et al. [28] proposed a comprehensive framework, called
FlowGuard, for building robust SDN ﬁrewalls, which are
actually SDN applications running on top of SDN controllers.
Challenges in designing SDN ﬁrewalls were identiﬁed and
solved in FlowGuard. However, the work in this paper attempts to investigate solutions for effectively provisioning and
managing virtual ﬁrewalls in context of NFV.
Zhang et al. [20] demonstrated that careless policy updates
may result in security volitions. They presented safe and
efﬁcient policy update algorithms for ﬁrewall policy updates.
However, the proposed algorithms are only able to deal with
policy updates on a single ﬁrewall. The policy adaption mechanism in VNGuard coordinates policy updates across multiple
virtual ﬁrewalls.
Different network function control frameworks have
been recently proposed [3], [7], [9]–[13]. In particular,
Split/Merge [13] is a control framework to achieve virtual
middlebox elasticity, providing the ability to create or delete
virtual middlebox replicas on demand. Split/Merge identiﬁes
the internal and external states of a virtual middlebox, and
provides APIs for copying the internal states from the virtual
middlebox to its replica. OpenNF [7] is another framework for
controlling the internal states of virtual middleboxes. OpenNF
provides APIs for richer controls, including copy, move, and
some other operations. OpenNF also solves the race condition
problem when some internal state is being moved, packets
might arrive at the source instance after the move starts, or
at the destination instance before the state transfer completes.
Both Split/Merge and OpenNF can be applied to help solve the
race condition problem in virtual ﬁrewall adaption, since it also
needs to move internal states (ﬁrewall rules) from one virtual
ﬁrewall to another. Some other network function control
frameworks, including Slick [9], FlowTags [10], Stratos [11],
and SIMPLE [12], mainly provide controls over trafﬁc steering
among network functions.
VIII. D ISCUSSION

rules in data centers. It would be interesting to compare the
Integer Programming based approach with other approaches
for virtual ﬁrewall placement.
Virtual ﬁrewall scaling in/out are other important problems
that should be addressed in VNGuard. In virtual ﬁrewall
scaling out, a new instance is created, and some rules in
the old ﬁrewall instance will be moved to the new instance
with the network trafﬁc being moved alongside. This situation could cause two safety implications. One is the race
condition that has been discussed in [7]. The “lost-free”
and “order-preserving” move algorithms have been proposed
in [7] to solve the race condition problem. However, there
are limitations with those algorithms, because they rely on
buffering network trafﬁc at the SDN controller side during
moving network states, which signiﬁcantly consumes valuable
bandwidth between SDN controller and switches. Thus, a new
solution should be investigated to address the virtual ﬁrewall
scaling in/out problems in VNGuard.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have proposed VNGuard, an NFV/SDN
combination framework for effectively provisioning and managing virtual ﬁrewalls to safeguard VNs. VNGuard deﬁnes
a high-level ﬁrewall policy language, ﬁnds optimal virtual
ﬁrewall placement, and adapts virtual ﬁrewalls to VN changes.
Our experimental results have demonstrated the efﬁciency and
effectiveness of virtual ﬁrewalls built on VNGuard. In the
future, we will expand our VNGuard framework for building
robust stateful virtual ﬁrewalls, especially considering the
safety state migration management for virtual ﬁrewalls. We
also plan to implement VNGuard in other popular open-source
NFV platforms, such as OPNFV [27].
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In this work, we employed an Integer Programming based
approach to ﬁnd optimal virtual ﬁrewall placement. In building
the Integer Programming model, we have considered resource
constraints. However, service level agreements (SLAs) on
performance should be also satisﬁed in reality. Hence, performance constraints may need to be considered when determining virtual ﬁrewall placement. The performance depends on
the number of rules held in a virtual ﬁrewall instance and the
resources (e.g. CPU, memory, etc.) assigned to the instance.
We would explore a new model with respect to various
network performance factors for virtual ﬁrewall placement in
the future.
We have demonstrated the efﬁciency of the Integer Programming based approach for virtual ﬁrewall placement in
Section VI. Some other optimization algorithms could be also
explored for the policy placement. For example, Moshref et
al [15] proposed a heuristic algorithm to place network ﬂow
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